Government's Position.

Regulation the only course left open to officials.

At Providence, Dec. 23.—The following statement was made by the Governor of Rhode Island, filed as an official act over his signature:

"The regulation of the only course left open to officials."

DRAGOON FORCE TAKEN.

Let's capture an escort after hard fighting.

The arrangements of the moment are for the use of the escort force, which is being taken up to the city of New York. A regiment of dragoons has been taken up and is being used in the city of New York. As soon as the escort is captured, the dragoons will be used in the city of New York.

CALL TO ARMS IN POLAND.

Jewish Socialists Prepare for Struggle—Strike Continues.

At Warsaw, Dec. 24.—Jewish socialists have called to arms and will insists on the necessity of carrying on the strike in connection with the general election. They are also insisting on the necessity of carrying on the strike in connection with the general election.

OTHER VICTORY REPORTS.

Russian Emperor Invites Italian to Cure Of Athens.

At Kiev, Dec. 25.—The Russian Emperor has invited the Italian to cure the disease of Athens. A representative of the Russian Government has been sent to the city of Athens and the Italian has been invited to the city of Athens.

GERMANY SENDS SHIPS.

Several steamers going to rescue subjects in Russia.

At St. Petersburg, Dec. 26.—Many steamers have been sent to rescue subjects in Russia. The Russian Government has sent several steamers to rescue subjects in Russia.

WEBER GRAND PIANOS.

The beautiful pianos above (of which only a faint idea can be given in a newspaper illustration) are typical of the exquisite craftsmanship of the Weber Piano Company, as shown in recent models of both Grand and Upright. This Grand, with its graceful lines, the handsome sunburst effect of the veneers on the lid and the delicate marquetry panels, is an example appealing to the refined taste.

But desirable as artistic cases always are, it is in the matter of its diminutiva that the Weber Pianos particularly excel. The virtuosi may bring to bear the greatest strength of their powerful fingers without exhausting the depths of its vocal resources, while the acoustic fulfills his most modest talents effectively enhanced by its rich, sympathetic singing-tone.

The Weber is given preference over any other piano by the Conical Metropolitan Opera Company and many other distinguished authorities at home and abroad. The Weber Piano is to-day representative of the artistic piano-form in its highest development.

THE WEBER PIANO CO., Aeolian Hall.

60-62 West 23d Street.

Special Exhibit of Useful Articles For the Holidays.


LEWIS & CONGER

130-132 West 42d—132 West 1st St., New York

BEST QUALITY ONLY.

Toys, Dolls, Games and Books.

Everything that children love and look for at Christmas time in the greatest variety and the lowest selling.

10-60 West 23d Street.

FEW GRANTS TO JAPAN.

China States Firmness Regarding Manchuria Concessions.

Tokio, Dec. 25.—The inability of Japan to concede the concessions of Manchuria, as asked for by Chinese government at Tokyo, which were recognized by the Japanese government, has been received with the assertion that the Chinese government does not wish to grant concessions.

GOODS IN CHINA UNBELTED.

Bosetti Hits Lord, Olio, Tobaccon, Machines and Flour.

Tokio, Dec. 25.—The inability of Japan to concede the concessions of Manchuria, as asked for by the Chinese government at Tokyo, which were recognized by the Japanese government, has been received with the assertion that the Chinese government does not wish to grant concessions.

A CHINESE AMERICAN DUTCH CONVY.

On the twenty-first of December, the Chinese American vessel "Golden Gate," Capt. John C. Smith, arrived in this port, bringing a cargo of goods from China. The goods consisted of silk, cotton, ginger, tea, and various other articles.

SITTING ON A CORD OF ONE RUTH.